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Mount Athos – Greece Halkidiki is a great palm leaf shaped expanse of 2,886 square kilometres in the 
Northern Greece close to Thessaloniki. With its three peninsulas Cassandra, Sithonia and Athos projecting 
into the sea, it forms the longest coastline in mainland Greece.  
 
COUNTRY Greece 
NAME Mount Athos (Ághion Óros) 

           
 
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION  
The site is on Akti, the easternmost of the three peninsulas of Khalkidike in the Macedonian Region, about 
150 km southeast of Thessaloniki: 40° 15’N by 24° 10’E.    
AREA :  33,024.3 ha (UNESCO WHC,2008).  
ALTITUDE : Sea level to 2,033m (Mt.Athos 
Mount Athos (Fig.1) consists of a range which stretches southеast for thirty miles. A rugged, sea battered 
peninsula 56 kilometres long. Two kilometres wide at it's narrowest point, it broadens to eight. The 
landscape is rugged and wild, scored by deep gorges and small valleys. Two-thirds is forest and woodland, 
one third scrubby garrigue and rocks. The coastline is rocky and steep. 
The area presents a variform terrain. There is a mildly  wavy row of hills in the central part  peninsula with a 
gradually increasing altitude that varies between 450 and 990m before climbing to an altitude of 2,033 m 
(the summit of Mount Athos) to the Southeast. The relief consists of deep, steep traverse gullies alternating 
with steeper folds.  
 
General view  with the points of the explored areas 
The Mount Athos (Greece, Halkidiki Peninsula) occupies an area of 2,886 sq. km in the Northern Greece 
close to the city of Thessaloniki. The area presents a terrain of different forms. There is a mildly wavy row 
of hills in the central part of the peninsula with gradually increasing altitude (between 450 and 990 m, 
before climbing to an altitude of 2,033 m - the summit of Mount Athos) to the southeast. The relief consists 
of deep, steep traverse gullies alternating with steeper folds.  
The area belongs to the Serbo-Macedonian Massif, a large basement massif within the Internal Hellenides. 
The south-east part of the Mount Athos peninsula is built by fine-grained banded biotite gneisses and 
magmatites. The southern tip of the peninsula, which also comprises Mount Athos itself, is built by 
limestone, marble and low-grade metamorphic rocks. The northern part and the majority of the western 
shore of the Mount Athos peninsula are composed of highly deformed rocks belonging to a tectonic 
me´lange, named the Athos-Volvi-Suture Zone. The rock-types in this me´lange range from metasediments, 
marbles and gneisses to amphibolites, eclogites and peridotites. (Fig.  ) 
Mount Athos or Agion Oros ("The Holly Mountain" ) is a place dedicated to monasticism, to austere 
asketism and deep contemplation. Among the greenery and the impassable gorges, perched in the most 
unexpected positions, are the monumental walls of 20 monasteries and numerous huts, where hermits 
spend theirs days in solitude and contemplation. 
That is why the international team of cave explorers decides to organize a long term project under the 
patronage of ESP of European Speleological Federation for the complex speleological and karstological 
exploration of Mount Athos named “Exploration of the caves of Mount Athos as an integral part of the 
natural, cultural and historical heritage of Mount Athos”  



The Athos peninsula is the most eastern one of the 3 peninsulas located in the southern part of 
Halkidiki, Northern Greece. Its length is 56 km and its width varies from 7 to 12 km and occupies 
an area of 335.6 square km. The topography of Mount Athos varies - its central part is hilly 
(between 450 and 990 m), but in the south - east elevation gradually increases and reaches 2.033 
m on the summit of Mount Athos. The wild mountain massifs are cut by deep gorges and small 
valleys. Two-thirds of the rocky peninsula is covered by forests. The coastline is high and also 
rocky. 
From geological point of view the peninsula belongs to the Serbo-Macedonian Massif, a part of the 
internal Helenides. The south-east part of the Mount Athos peninsula is formed by fine-grained 
banded biotite gneisses and magmatites. The southern tip of the peninsula, which also comprises 
Mount Athos itself, is built by limestone, marble and low-grade metamorphic rocks. The northern 
part and most of the western shore of the Mount Athos peninsula are composed of highly 
deformed rocks - metasediments, marbles and gneisses to amphibolites, eclogites and peridotites. 
(Fig.1) 

 
Fig.1 Geological map of Athos Mt. The red  circles shows the explored areas during the 
explorations 2011-2013   
 
Mount Athos or Agion Oros ("The Holly Mountain") is a place dedicated to monasticism, to austere 
asketism and deep contemplation. Among the greenery and the impassable gorges, perched in the 
most unexpected positions, are the monumental walls of 20 monasteries, 12 sketes and 600 cells 
and huts, where over 1400 monks spend theirs days serving the God in strict asceticism, solitude 
and contemplation. 
Detailed review of the available written sources show that the caves of Mount Athos were not 
subject to speleological studies. In the religious, historical and travel literature are found only data 
about the use of the caves by hermits, monks and saints as a living place or for religious practices, 



but there are no other information about caves. That is why a group of caver friends (A. Zhalov, V. 
Gyorev from Bulgaria and L. Makrostirgios from Greece) decided to initiate a long-term 
international research project entitled "Exploring the caves of Mount Athos, as an integral part of 
the natural and cultural heritage of the Holy Mountain". The cavers Ilya Agapov and Sergei 
Kaminski from the Russian Geographical Society, Danilo Tomich - Serbia, Tiberio Tuluchian - 
Romania and Georgios Lazaridis – Greece, approved the idea. Such established international team 
prepared a project and applied for support to the European Federation of Speleology. 
The General Aims of the project are: 
- Location and survey of all known caves; 
- Discovering and exploration and surveying of new caves; 
- Carrying out of geological, geomorphological, climatological and biospeleological cave studies;  
The ultimate goal is to prepare and publish a book of the caves of Mount Athos! 
The first stage of the expedition was conducted in the period 15 to 22 July 2011. 
In the course of the study were visited about 6 different parts of the peninsula. During the 
expedition were surveyed the areas of the monasteries “Zograf”, “ Kostamonit”,” Dohiyar”, 
“St.Xenophont”,” Dionysius”, “St.Pavlou”, “St. Grigoriou” and  “Pantocrator”  and skete 
communities ”Kafrsokalivion”,"Little St. Anna”, “St. Anna” and “New Skete”. 
The expedition examined and mapped 41 holes with total length 356,2 m. The longest of these is 
the sea cave near the port of monastery Kostamonit (56.40 m). 
The second phase of the project lasts from 1 to 12 September 2012. The team is composed by A. 
Zhalov - leader, V. Gyorev , Zh.Vlaykov (Bulgaria), L. Makrostergios, G. Oykonomidis, T. Komatidis 
and M. Karidas (Greece), I. Agapov, S. Kaminski (Russia), A.Yamac (Turkey). There were surveyed 
the areas of the monasteries Dohiyar and Xenophontos and the vicinity of sketes "Kafrsokalivion," 
“Little St.Anna”, “St. Anna”, St. Nilos and “Nea Skite” were continued in more detailed manner. 
 During the expedition were identified and mapped 48 underground sites with a total length of 
435.84 m. 

 
THE   TEAM  OF  3-rd  STAGE 2013 

  
Country Names  Contacts E-mail 
Bulgaria  Vanyo Gyorev vanjobg@gmail.com 
 
 

 Konstantin Stoishkov danailspeleo@abv.bg 

 Anton Genkov TheLastGuard@gmail.com 
Greece  Lambros Makrostergios info@lmakro.com 
 George  Lazarides georgelazarides@yahoo.com
 
 

Anton Radulescu fenderman4tele@gmail.com 

Russia  Iliya Agapov agapov_ilya@mail.ru 
 
 

Sergey Kaminskyi  kam_serg@mail.ru 

Serbia Danilo Tomich danilo.tomic@gmail.com 
 
 
The explorations of Athos Mt. – Greece during the 3-rd stage – 2013   
 
In mid-October, 2013 ended the third consecutive expedition. It is managed by V. Gyorev with 
participants A. Genkov and K. Stoichkov (Bulgaria), I. Agapov, S. Kaminski (Russia), G. Lazaridis, L. 
Makrostergios, A. Radulesko (Greece), D. Tomich (Serbia). Researchers expanded the perimeter of 
studies, covering territories around the monasteries “Hilendar”,” Esvigmen”, the “Great Lavra”, 



the Romanian Skete “Timiou Prodromou”, Athos summit and the place – “Virgin Mary” (Panagia) 
below the peak. 
There are found and mapped 26 new underground sites (mostly caves), among which is the 
longest explored cave of the peninsula up to date in “Karulya” place (length about 130 m). It was 
explored also the so called “Athos Large Cave”, which recently is the biggest in volume cave on the 
Athos peninsula. There are found and located with GPS receiver  20 more cave entrances but 
because lack of time they were not surveyed! The total length of the surveyed sites together with 
the caves which exploration is in progress (basically “The Great Cave of Athos” exceeds  400 m.  

No Name of the cave Location Length 
( m) 

Depth 
( m) 

Altitude 
(m.a.s.l) 

1. Nice View On the road to Zografou Mon. 7.40 +1.60 87 
2. Cave on the way to 

St.Apostles Skete 
On the road 12 Apostles Skete  4.70  +0.60 201 

3. Abandoned Reservoir 12 Apostles Skete 2.30  -1.05 141 
4. Small Cave St.Apostles Near 12 Apostles Skete 5.00 +0.60 145 
5. Agh. Athanasios St. Athanasios 41.50  +16.00 164 
6. Hermitage St. Afanasios St. Athanasios 7.50 (2.20)+1.50 -

0.70 
160 

7. Cave 6 Near Ag. Prodromos in prog.  286 
8. WTSCR 2 Path Lavra –St. Neilos in prog.  352 
9. Cross Cave Path Lavra – St.Neilos in prog.  486 
10. Well To the Cross Path to the Cross (Stavros)  5.00 -1.90 646 
11. Cave до Father Tihon Karaulya Area 130 + 17.00 57  
12. Cave father Afanasius  Karaulya Area 9.50 + 1.50  
13. Ear Cave Karaulya Area 7.00  125 
14. Cave  Karaulya Area 2.00 - 0.5  100 
15. The collapsed cave  Karaulya Area 5.00 +4.00  
16. Secret way in  Karaulya Area 4.50 +4.60  73 
17. Assumption of Virgin Merry   Karaulya Area 31.50 +8.50 - 
18. Niche with chamber  Karaulya Area 3.50 - - 
19. The cave with cisterns Karaulya Area 6.50 - - 
20. Chapel of Josef the Isihast  Skete St.Little Anna 3.50 - 365 
21. Chamber - Grotto Skete St.Little Anna 3.50 - 311 
22. Bolder choke cave  Krya Nera 3.00 -2.00 690 
23. Grotto with the crests  Romanian Skete 1.50 -  443 
24. St.Pahomii the Serb Krya Nera 31.50 17.00 1074 
25. Small cave Krya Nera 18.00 10.00 1083 
26. Great Athos Cave Krya Nera 90.00 +50.00 1128 
  In.Total: 429.90    
Fig. List of the discovered and surveyed caves during the 3 rd stage of the project 2013  
 
Karst and Caves Geological work 
During the third expedition of this project a new field with hydrothermal caves was identified.  
In these caves, as well as in small fractures, phreatic calcite crystals are formed at an altitude of 
about 1000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) up to almost the peak of the Athos Mt. (2033 m a.s.l.). There, 
the morphological gradient of the mountain increases and the forest ends as well as at the 
surroundings of the Panagia Church. The caves are located in Triassic recrystallized limestones and 
marbles of the Circum-Rhodope belt . (Fig.2) 
 A small cave, at 1476 m a.s.l., is located at an almost vertical wall of carbonate rocks (marbles)  
south of the Panagia Church. The shape of the cave entrance is almost circular and quite 
symmetrical. The internal morphology is similarly symmetrical and its dimensions are gradually 
decreasing. Few meters inside the entrance the horizontal part turns upward to a passage of 
“outlet” morphology . The most internal horizontal part and the vertical outlet are lined with 



scalenohedral calcite crystals up to few centimeters long. Their color is yellow to brown due to 
impurities. Lateral pockets inside the horizontal part are also lined with these phreatic crystals . 
The Cave of Pachoumios Kelli located at 1074 m a.s.l.  and may be considered the most typical 
hydrothermal cave of the area. It is mostly vertically developed and can be considered as a relict 
outlet. The lower part of the cave is divided in to two partial chambers which are meet upwards. 
Its side-walls are covered with scalenohedral calcite crystals longer than in the above mentioned 
cave, exceeding 5 cm in length. They are “island spars” in their core and yellow to brown calcite. 
Inside the cave three different floor levels were found. Based on historical data, it is very probable 
these floors were artificially constructed by the monk Pachoumios and his students, during their 
living inside this cave. The absence of calcite crystals or the presence of broken ones in these 
floors is in agreement with this suggestion. Wooden columns, stairs and constructions were placed 
into artificial pockets on the cave-walls.   
In the same area, at 1076 m a.s.l. a small cavernous place was discovered that presents wall-
pockets. About 100 m east of the Pachoumios Kelli Cave, another “Small Cave”  is located at 1083 
m a.s.l. Two entrances lead to a small chamber in which partitions (a form of speleogens) occur. 
The cave is small but its morphology is similar with those that display calcite crystals.  
The Athos Cave  as it has been called by previous visitors, is located at 1128 m a.s.l. and is the 
largest known cave in the whole peninsula. There is a large chamber with two entrances and it is 
separated by a bedrock bridge. The upper most parts of the chamber continues to a passage of 
much smaller dimensions and a vertical part that ends to an outlet as far as can be seen. The latter 
was partially explored during this project. The “outlet” morphology of this cave is in accordance 
with the rest caves of the area.  

 
Fig. 2 Athos Mt. (Agio Oros) hydrothermal caves. a: outlet ceiling formation in the small cave close 
to Panagia Church; b: side-wall pockets in the small cave close to Panagia Church; c: the entrance 
of the Pachoumios Kelli Cave; d: upwards view of the Pachoumios Kelli Cave (outlet morphology); 
e: small cavernous form with Kempe facets; f: the interior of the small cave easterly of the 
Pachoumios Kelli Cave; g: the large chamber of the Athos Cave. 
 

 



The newly identified hypogene morphologies of the caves at Athos Mt. is a significant addition to 
our previous knowledge in the area of the Chalkidiki Peninsula and the broader central Macedonia  
in N. Greece. They are relict caves that mostly represent outlet morphology. Typically their side-
walls are covered with calcite crystals. Morphologically, they are mostly ascending passages, 
resembling outlets with “kempe facets”, cupolas, blind passages, bedrock ridges, partitions and 
similar speleogens that are typical in hydrothermal caves. A photoluminescence survey of these 
crystals inside the caves revealed their hydrothermal origin which confirms a speleogenesis due to 
ascending thermal water in a convectional geothermal regime. Geochemical analyses in  future 
studies will provide evidence that can be compared to those of previous studies in the Chalkidiki 
Peninsula. (Fig. 3) 

 
 
 
Fig. 3. Phreatic calcite crystals in a wall-pocket at the Pachoumios Kelli Cave in Athos Mt. Agio Oros 
and frames (inlet) of videotaped photoluminescence showing the duration of the emitted red and 
light-blue light after the flash-light.   
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All data of the project ia available at: https://sites.google.com/site/athosmistery/home 
 

 
 The team members 2013  

 
The photos and the maps of some caves  are shown in  Apendix I & II        
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Incomes  Expenditures  

Enterprises / individual involvements 2000,00   
 

Cave equipment   
 

200.00 

Cave surveying equipments (compasses,lazer tipes, e tc)   
 

600.00 

Food supply   
 

500.00 

Transportation expenditures, travel expenses to Ath os and at place.    
 

1 200,00 

Incomes in total 
 

2000,00 2 500,00 

Founding to be received   
 

 
 

Founding FSE  500,00  
 

 
 

Receipts  Expenditures  

FINAL RESULT 2500.00 2.500.00  

 
 

Reported by  Labros Makrostergios – project leader                                                                 


